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A general model is used to derive analytical expressions relating the shape of a normal fault and the
shape of the sedimentary horizons in its hanging wall. The model assumes that: (l) The hanging wall
block deforms by arbitrarily inclined simple shear; and (2) the footwall remains undeformed, though it
may undergo rigid rotation. Differential compaction of hanging wall sediments due to burial white
deformation takes place can be incorporated. The usual assumption that simple shear within the hanging
wall block should occur on vertical planes is unjustified and it is argued here that simple shear is more
likely to be inclined towards the footwall. Thus the horizontal displacement across a normal fault will
not, in general, be equal to the amount of extension which has taken place. Hence the well-known
discrepancy between the amount of extension obtained by summing horizontal displacements across
normal faults and that obtained by other standard methods can be resolved.
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It is now generally accepted that large-scale litho
spheric stretching, as proposed by McKenzie
(1978), can explain the formation of many con
tinental sedimentary basins and margins.
However, estimates of amounts of stretching
obtained from measurements of crustal thickness
and subsidence are often difficult to reconcile with
those obtained from the observed normal faulting
(see, for example, de Charpal et al. 1978; Le
Pichon & Sibuet 1981; Wood & Barton 1983;
Ziegler 1983). Usually this discrepancy is resolved
by employing a more sophisticated stretching
model than that which was originally proposed
(Hellinger & Sclater 1983; Rowley & Sahagian
1986; Steckler 1985; Ziegler 1982). 1t is, however,
possible that at !east some of this discrepancy
is due not to the inapplicability of the simple
stretching model, but to significant underesti
mates of extension in the brittle upper crust.
Clearly, a better understanding of the geometry
and kinematics of the large-scale normal faults
which accommodate the extension is first required
before it can be determined whether or not the
simple stretching model is appropriate.
Attempts to constrain fault geometry are often
made by studying the faults themselves, using
either field data or seismic reflection data (Wer
nicke & Burchfiel 1982; Anderson et al. 1983;
Smith & Bruhn 1984). Seismological observations

of earthquakes generated by active normal faults
have also been used (Jackson & McKenzie 1983;
Jackson in press). This paper is concerned with a
different approach to the same problem - the
detailed relationship between the geometry of a
normal fault and the sediments in its hanging wall.
This will clearly be strongly dependent on the
nature of the deformation within the hanging wall
block. Simple shear is shown to be the most like!y
form that this deformation takes. The analytic
solution outlined is a simplified version of that
derived by White et al. (1986). It differs from
the usual graphical methods (Verrall 1981; Gibbs
1983, 1984) since it makes no assumption about
the inclination of the shear planes. Allowances
for compaction of hanging wall sediments and
footwall rotation may also be made. The impli
cations that this generalized model has for the
determination of amounts of extension in the
brittle upper crust are discussed.

Relating fault and bed geometries
The nature of the deformation

If a normal fault is non-planar, it is clear that the
hanging wall must deform pervasively in order to
accommodate movement along the fault, other-
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wise voids will form. Coherent rotation of the
hanging wall block is inadequate since it simply
transfers the space problem further along the fault
as Freeth & Lapido (1986) have pointed out.
There are two possible forms that this deform-

(a)
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ation might take: (l) Flexural-slip folding; (2)
similar or shear folding (see comprehensive
review by Ramsay (1967)). In each case the foot
wall is assumed to remain rigid and undeformed.
Large-scale fiexural-slip folds can only develop
in rocks with a well-developed plane-parallel
stratification. As folding proceeds (Fig. la), the
individual layers are fiexed such that the upper
most slip over the lower towards the fold axis.
Fig. 2 shows a fiexural-slip fold that has formed
over a listric normal fault which, for simplicity,
becomes planar and horizontal with depth. Cross
sectional area is preserved. In addition, bed
length together with orthogonal thickness remain
constant. Thus the section is balanced in the sense
of Dahlstrom (1969). There is no simple relation
ship between extension and the horizontal dis
placement or heave across the fault. However,
the amount of extension is invariably less than
the heave or, equivalently, the slip along the fault
itself decreases as fault dip decreases.
Shear folds can occur in the presence or absence
of well-developed stratification. They often form
as a result of progressive, inhomogeneous simple
shear (Fig. lb). The shear planes may be infinitely
dose and are not necessarily visible in naturally
deformed rock (Ramsay 1967). The development
of a shear fold in the hanging wall of a normal
fault can be considered in two steps, although the
process is actually continuous. First!y, as illus
trated in Fig. 3a, the hanging wall block displaces
horizontally to produce a void. In order to fill the

void, the hanging wall block then deforms by
simple shear (Fig. 3b). This shear is usually
assumed to occur along vertical planes, though

(b)
Fig. l. (a) Flexural-slip fold formed by simple shear parallel to

bedding. Bed length and orthogonal thickness are constant.
Lines of constant dip, drawn every 10°, fan around the fold axis.
(b) Similar or shear fold formed by inhomogeneous simple shear
at a high angle to bedding. In the limbs, as shearing proceeds,
bed length increases and orthogonal thickness decreases. Lines
of constant dip are drawn every 10° parallel to the fold axis.
Both diagrams are redrawn from Ramsay (1967).

Fig. 2. The hanging wall has deformed by ftexural-slip folding

to accommodate motion along the fault. The amount of inter
bed slip increases as dip increases. None will occur if the
beds remain horizontal. The amount of extension, e, can be
empirically determined from the heave, h, and is always less
than h.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of how the hanging wall deforms by simple

shear. Firstly, the hanging wall is displaced causing a void to
form area B. It then deforms by simple shear to lill this void.
Oearly areas A, B and C are all equal. The horizontal dis
placement across the fault, i.e. the heave, h, is only equal to
the extension, e, when the void fills by vertica/ shear.

there is no particular reason why this should be
so. Cross-sectional area is preserved. Bed-length
does not remain constant and the orthogonal
thickness of beds decreases with the dip of the
strata (Fig. 4). A simple relationship between
extension and heave can be derived. Depending
on the inclination of the shear planes, the amount
of extension is greater or less than the heave (see
below) .
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(l) Antithetic faulting is often observed within
the hanging wan block. Since this disrupts layering
it win inhibit inter-bed slip.
(2) Syntectonic burial of hanging wan sediments
can result in differential compaction. This process
involves sub-vertical inhomogeneous shearing
which will also hinder the folding mechanism.
(3) Thickness variations such as those which occur
as a result of growth-type faulting may cause
problems since plane-parallel stratification is
required for efficient inter-bed slip ( Ramsay
1967).
It is not clear bow the ftexural-slip model can
be reconciled with these commonly observed fea
tures. Therefore it will not be considered any
further although there may be circumstances
when small amounts of inter-bed slip do occur.
As shown below, a generalized simple shear
model can easily incorporate the above
observations.
A general model

Verran (1981) used a simple graphical technique
to relate fault and sediment geometries. This
method implicitly assumes that the hanging wall
block deforms by simple shear in vertical planes.
The other main assumptions are:

(l) There is no movement out of the plane of the
section.
(2) The footwall remains completely rigid
throughout.
(3) Sediment geometry has not been altered by
compaction.

l:

1...J

Both the ftexural-slip model and the simple
shear model can be used to predict fault geome
tries and, thus, determine amounts of extension
(Davison 1986; Verran 1981). The ftexural-slip
model has a number of disadvantages, however:

Subsequently, White et al. (1986) derived a
general solution which does not tix the inclination
of the planes along which simple shear occurs and
which can be modified to include compaction and
. footwan rotation. A simplified version of this
ø øø'---'-:-.-.:-c:-�-'-:::--:':-:-____._,�-::�
-:'
0
10 20 30 40 50 50 70 80 90 solution will now be discussed.
•

DIP OF BED
Fig. 4. Decrease of orthogonal thickness with increasing dip of
bed for the simple shear model. If the dip is oo, then there is

no change in the orthogonal thickness. For a dip of 45°, the
orthogonal thickness decreases to about 0.7.

The forward problem -from fault to bed
geometry

Consider the deformation of the hanging wan in
a co-ordinate system fixed to the footwall (Fig.
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rotated into the (x', y') frame using the relations:

R

x'= x cos æ+ y sin æ
y'= -x sin æ+ y cos æ

(3)

where y is For R. h' must also be calculated by
X' rotating the heave known in the (x, y) frame into
the (x', y') frame. The bed, B', can then be cal
culated at each point, x'+ h', for a range of
values of x'. B' is returned to the (x, y) frame
using the relations:

x= x' cos æ- y' sin æ
y= x' sin æ+ y' cos æ

Y'

y

Fig. 5. Co-ordinate system and geometrical relationships used

to derive equation (2).

5). The planes along which simple shear occurs
are parallel to the y' direction, which is not, in
general, perpendicular to the earth's surface. In
this frame, B'= B'(x') and F'= F'(x') are the y'
co-ordinates of the bed and the fault respectively.
Let us assume that prior to deformation the bed
had an initial shape or 'regional' given by R'=
R'(x). An element labl of the hanging wall block
now moves a distance h' in the x' direction such
that point a moves to point c and b moves to d.
The co-ordinates of the points a, b, c and d are:

a= (x', R'(x'))
b= (x', F'(x'))
c= (x'+ h', B'(x'+ h'))

(1)

d= (x'+ h', F'(x' + h'))
No voids are allowed to form so clearly jabl =
i cdl, which implies that

B'(x'+ h')= F'(x'+ h')- F'(x') + R'(x')

(2)

Equation (2) is in the (x', y') co-ordinate frame,
where simple shear is in the y' direction. But the
(x', y') frame is rotated through some angle æ
with respect to the (x, y) frame where y is the
vertical direction. Therefore the fault F and the
regional R, defined in the (x, y) frame, must be

(4)

Given the fault geometry, F, and the heave, h,
it is clear that a whole range of bed shapes can be
calculated depending upon the value of æ. The
effect of varying æ is illustrated in Fig. 6. A fault
with dog-leg geometry is used, the two legs being
joined by the are of a circle. For simplicity R=
O. Three different values of æ have been used. In
each case, the bed geometry constructed is clearly
very different, even though the heave is the same.
Similarly, the area of the depression in each hang
ing wall is different. If æ= 0° then the amount of
extension or slip along the horizontal portion of
the fault is equal to the heave (Fig. 6(b)). But
when æ =F 00 it is clear from the vectors drawn in
Figs. 6(a) and (c) that the amount of extension,
e, will not be equal to h. In fact, White et al.
(1986) show that
= h(1 +tan etan æ)

e

(5)

where e is the dip of the fault. If æ= -30° and
e= 45° then e= 0 ·4h whereas if æ= + 300 then
'
e= 1·6h. Thus the amount of extension may be
greater or less than the heave depending on
whether æ is positive or negative. Increasing æ
must also increase the area of the depression in
the hanging wall block since this is simply the
extension multiplied by the depth at which the
fault flattens out (Gibbs 1983). The implications
of these simple calculations will be discussed in
more detail below.
The inverse problem -from bed to fault
geometry

From equation (2) we have

F'(x'+ h') = F'(x')- R'(x') + B'(x' + h')

(6)

Thus, given the bed geometry, the initial dip of
the fault at the surface and the heave, many
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observed bed

o

� =+30

o

�=-30

Fig. 7. Illustration of the inverse problem. Three different fault

geometries are predicted for the same observed bed shape
and heave. As a increases from - 30" to + 30", the depth to
decollement decreases.

e

fault, F, is known, then æ can be determined. In
general, however, both F and æ are unknown
and a unique solution cannot be found using the
geometry of just one bed. F and æ are common
to all beds in the hanging wall block. So, if the
geometries of two beds are known then we will
have two equations but still only two unknowns.
A solution to the two equations can be found as
follows: For any given value of æ, two different
faults can be calculated - one for each bed. The
difference between these two faults, i.e. the area
A shown in Fig. 8, will vary with æ. Thus A is a

Fig. 6. IUustration of the forward problem using a dog-leg fault

whose segments, dipping at 45° and O", are linked by the are of
a circle. The shape of a bed within the hanging wall is shown
for three different values of a. The heave is identical in each
case. (a) a= +30". The hanging wall first translates by an
amount E. It then shears towards the footwall as indicated. The
amount of shear that occurs decreases as the dip of the fault
decreases. When the dip of the fault is zero, no shearing occurs
and the hanging wall block simply translates by an amount E.
Clearly the heave, h, is less than the extension, E. (b) Shearing
is vertical ( a= O"). Thus E = h. (c) a= - 30". The direction of
shear is now the complete opposite of that in (a). As a result,
h is much less than E.

different faults can be constructed depending on
the value of æ, the inclination of the simple shear.
In Fig. 7 the fault geometries for æ= -30°, æ=
0° and æ= + 30° are shown. The bed geometry
used is identical to that in Fig. 6(b). An increase
in æ causes the fault to flatten out at a shallower
depth. For a given æ only one bed is needed to
calculate the fault geometry. Similarly, if the

Fig. 8. The general inverse problem. Two beds (a) and (b) are
known. The fault, F, and the angle of simple shear, æ, are

unknown. For a given value of a, fault (a) is calculated from
bed (a) and fault (b) from bed (b). The area, A, between the
two faults will vary depending upon the value of a. F and a are
found when the function A is minimized.

·
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being vertical. This assumption is reasonable pro
vided that lateral changes in facies and thickness
of sedimentary layers can be neglected. However,
it is unlikely to be an accurate description of the
Footwall deformation
strain field in a region which is undergoing burial
The most important assumption inherent in and tectonic deformation at the same time. The
equation (2) is that the footwall remains unde equations governing the behaviour of such a sys
formed. Some justification for this comes from tem have recently been derived by McKenzie
seismological studies of earthquakes generated by (1984).
No attempt has been made here to solve this
active normal faults in regions such as the Aegean
(Jackson et al. 1982; Jackson 1987). There, the more general problem. Instead, the standard
sequences of aftershocks which follow large mag expression which relates porosity to depth
nitude events are largely confined to hanging wall (Magara 1978; Sclater & Christie 1980; Steckler
blocks. Some do occur in footwall blocks, but & Watts 1978) has simply been modified. The
their cumulative seismic moment is insignificant resulting equation only yields an approximate
compared to that of the main shock (King et al. solution to the full problem and, for this reason,
1985). The methods described in this paper should should be applied with care.
Equations derived previously assume that the
thus work reasonably well down to a depth of
about 10 km (the maximum depth at which earth hanging wall deforms by simple shear alone. If
quakes nucleate). Below this depth the footwall the strain field is more complicated, such
may experience some form of distributed equations do not hold. This situation is avoided
by constraining the strain field produced by com
deformation.
The problem of footwall rotation may be paction to be uniaxial with the axis of shortening
encountered when applying equations (2) and (6) parallel to the shear direction within the hanging
to major faults. Large-scale rotation of crustal wall. This is unlikely to be any worse than
blocks about a horizontal axis is necessary if the assuming that compaction occurs by uniaxial
motion along faults (simple shear) is to be con shortening in a purely vertical direction (White in
verted into pure shear, i.e. stretching (McKenzie prep). Throughout, it is assumed that the footwall
& Jackson 1983). Field observations confirm this does not compact. This is only strictly true when
notion (Ransome et al. 1910; Morton & Black the footwall has not been covered with sediment.
1975). Allowance for rotation can be made by When it has, the following equations must be
setting the initial dip or 'regional' of the beds modified slightly.
The porosity at any depth, d, is
equal to the amount of rotation. Thus

function of a which can be minimized to yield the
required solution (White, in prep.).

R(x) = x tan w
where

w

(7)

(8)

is the rotation.

Compaction
The model

Sediments within the hanging wall of a large-scale
normal fault may contain considerable amounts
of water. As deformation and burial take place,
this water is expelled and the sediments compact.
It is important to determine the effect that com
paction has on (a) the forward problem and (b)
the inverse problem. This is done here by using
a simplified version of the expression derived by
White et al. (1986).
Most workers assume that the strain caused by
compaction is uniaxial, the axis of shortening

where c/Jo is the initial porosity and Å is a constant
governing the change of porosity with depth. As
before, the (x', y') co-ordinate frame is rotated
through an angle, a, with respect to the (x, y)
frame. Thus the porosity at any point in the
(x', y') frame is
Ø'= Øb exp

{��' }

(9)

where Øo is the initial porosity and Å' is the depth
constant, both determined in the rotated frame.
As before, with reference to Fig. 5, consider four
points a, b, c and d. The length lab! will compact
as it moves down the fault. Therefore, labl will
no longer be equal to led!. The amount of solid
material between points a and b will, however,
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be the same as that between points c and d. Thus:

r (l

_

Ø')dy' =

a

r (l -Ø')dy'

(10)

c

Substitution of equations (l) into (10) followed
by integration yields:

F'(x' + h') =F'(x') -R'(x')
{ (-F'(x')) (-R'(x'))}
+ l/Jo Å' exp -- -,- - exp
).
).'
{ ( F'(x' + h'))
+ B'(x'+ h') - l/J0Å' exp
).'
(-B'(x' + h'))}
- exp
).'

(11)

This equation may be solved by iteration either
for F when B is given or for B when Fis given.
When Øo =O, equation (11) is identical to
equation (6). This provides an initial solution to
(11). About ten iterations are then needed to tind
the correct answer.
Examples and implications

The forward problem. - Fig. 9 shows the effect
that compaction has in two different situations.
In Figs. 9a & 9b the beds were deposited, and

observed

therefore partially compacted, prior to deform
ation. As a result of faulting, beds dose to the
surface outcrop of the fault are more deeply
buried than those further away in the hanging
wall block. Therefore, beds closest to the surface
expression of the fault compact the most. The
effect on bed geometry is greater for shallow beds
since deeper ones have lost most of their porosity
before faulting. Figs. lOa & lOb show the effect
of compaction on beds that were deposited at
different stages during faulting. In this case com
paction causes a pronounced downwarping of
beds, i.e. a 'hanging wall syncline'. This is similar
to 'normal drag' (Hobbs et al. 1976), except that it
has a longer wavelength. The presence of features
similar to those illustrated is a good indication
that the effects of compaction are significant and
should be allowed for.
The inverse problem.-The effect that compaction
may have on the inverse problem is illustrated in
Fig. 11. Here a compacted bed is used to calculate
the fault geometry without allowing for compac
tion. The result is an initially convex-upwards
fault whereas the fault is, in fact, planar. This
clearly indicates that compaction should not be
ignored.
In equation (6), there were just two unknowns,
Fand a.
Equation (11) has four-F, a, Øo and Å. When
(11) is applied to a particular data set, one or

fault

observed

observed

fault

fault

Fig. 9. Bed geometries have been calculated for a given fault

with compaction effects taken into account. All three beds
represented by solid lines were deposited and thus partially
compacted prior to faulting. Motion along the fault causes a
depression to form in the hanging wall. 'Ibis alone fills with
sediment (dotted) causing the original beds to compact further.
Note that the deepest bed compacts less than the shallowest
one since it was already partially compacted. Two different
values of a have be en used: (a) æ= O' and (b) æ = 45'. In both
cases cf>o = 0·6 and Å = 2 km.

observed

fault

Fig. JO. This is similar to Fig. 9. The difference is that all the
beds shown were deposited during faulting, i.e. it is a growth

fault. After each increment in slip, the depression formed fills
with sediment causing deeper beds, which were originally at the
surface, to compact. Note that the effect of compaction increases
with depth, whereas in Fig. 9 it decreased with depth. Two
different values of a have been used: (a) a= O' and (b) a=
45'. In both cases cf>o = 0. 6 and Å = 2 km.
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observed bed

with com action
1 km

without com action

Fig. Il. Illustration of the inverse problem where fault geometry

is calculated given a compacted bed geometry. When com
paction is neglected, a fault with a convex-upwards bulge is
predicted. The correct fault is calculated when compaction is
taken into account. Parameters as in Fig. lO( a).
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more of these variables may be fixed though in
general this is not the case. Fortunately, the
geometry of the fault can always be determined
provided at !east two beds are known. As before,
each bed is used to calculate a fault for any given
values of the variables. This time the area, A,
between the two faults is a function of three par
ameters: æ, Øo and Å.
A number of important observations can be
made about the form taken by this empirical
function, A(æ, cjJ0, Å) (Fig. 12). The most notable
is that it is both smooth and approximately quad
ratic. It also has a very strong global minimum
(Scales 1985). The required values of æ, Øo and Å
are the co-ordinates of this minimum point. A is
much more strongly dependent upon æ than upon
Øo or Å. This is very significant since it implies
that the value of æ obtained when compaction is
ignored is still dose to the true value. Thus,
even though White et al. (1986) did not take
compaction into account in their examples, the
values they obtained for æ are approximately
correct. The form thatA(æ, cjJ0, Å) takes does not
change very much for different bed and fault
geometries (White in prep.).
When equation (11) is applied to data, the
function A(æ, cjJ0, Å) must be minimized. Values
for æ, Øo and Å can then be obtained and the
geometry of the fault calculated. Finding the mini
mum is best done using one of the many algor
ithms now available (Scales 1985; White in prep.).
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Fig. 12. The area, A, between two faults calculated from two
beds is a function of a, tf>o and Å (see text and Fig. 8). Here, a

contour map of the variation of A with respect to a and tf>o is
shown. Å was chosen to be 2 km. A strong global minimum is
present and the function is approximately quadratic. At the
minimum, a= o• and tf>o = 0.6. Changes in Å and in the fault/
bed geometry do not significantly alter the form of A.

lnclined shear
So far, nothing has been said about what values
æ, the inclination of simple shear, can have.
Usually æ is assumed to be zero (Gibbs 1983,
1984). However, White et al. (1986) argue that
this need not necessarily be the case. Their
examples, taken from seismic reflection profiles,
suggest that æ usually has values between + 30°
and +45°, i.e. shear is inclined towards the foot
wall. Although they ignored compaction, it is
clear from Fig. 11 that this will have a small effect
on the angles of simple shear they obtained.
Positively inclined shear is entirely consistent
with the observation that antithetic faults in hang
ing wall blocks are rarely vertical (Okaya &
Thompson 1985). The deformation within the
hanging wall blocks of active normal faults in the
Aegean also occurs along inclined antithetic faults
(Jackson et al. 1982; King et al. 1985). Negative
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values of æ have never been observed. This is to
be expected since negative æ would mean that the
hanging wall was actually shortening.
If the value of æ is changed from 0° to 30° the
predicted fault geometry changes considerably
(Fig. 7). For a calculated fault which becomes
horizontal at some depth, d, increasing æ will
make d smaller since
d=

h(l

+

p
tan(}tan æ)

(12)

where p is the area of the depression which forms
due to deformation in the hanging wall block.
This is significant because Bosworth (1985)
found that applying the vertical shear model often
gives very large values for d which cannot be
reconciled with geological observation. The prob
lem is resolved if inclined shear is adopted.

Calculating extension
Estimates of extension obtained from measure
ments of crustal thickness and subsidence are
considerably greater than those obtained from
normal faulting (Steckler 1985; Wood & Barton
1983; Ziegler 1983). Before the significance of
this discrepancy can be assessed, it is essential to
determine bow well upper crustal extension can
be constrained. Usually, extension is estimated
by measuring the heave across each normal fault
(Ziegler 1982). As pointed out above, the heave,
h, is only equal to the extension, e, when the
angle of simple shear, æ, is zero. For positive
values of æ, e may be considerably greater than
h. Fig. 13 shows e/h as a function of e, the dip of
the fault at the surface, and æ. The dip of the
fault at depth is assumed to be zero. Given 8 =
45°, increasing æ from 0° to 45° will double e/h.
Higher values of(}and æ increase e/h even more.
When footwall rotation occurs, a different
method must be used to calculate extension (Fig.
14, White in prep.). In this case the significant
parameters are the final dip of the fault at the
surface, e, the final dip of the fault at depth, a,
and the rotation, w. a must be calculated using
equation (11), so it is strongly dependent upon æ.
For a planar fault dipping at 30° and a rotation of
w= 20°, fJ (the stretching factor) is l· 5.
Decreasing a, the final dip of the fault at depth,
to 15° increases fJ to 2·1 for the same rotation,
w= 20°.
Figs. 13 and 14 both show that upper crustal
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Fig. 13. The ratio of extension to heave is shown as a function
of the initial dip of the fault, 8, and the angle of simple shear,
a. Whena=0", thenE=h. As botha and 8 increase, e becomes
significantly greater than h. The final dip of the fault is assumed
to be zero and the footwall does not rotate.

extension can be significantly underestimated if
the effect of inclined shear is ignored. Thus the
much discussed discrepancy between amounts of
upper crustal and lithospherical stretching in sedi
mentary basins such as the North Sea can be
explained (White in prep).

(3

Fig. 14. The stretching parameter, {3, is shown as a function of
the amount of footwall rotation, w, and the final dip of the fault
at depth, u. 8, the final dip of the fault at the surface, is 30°.
When u=30", the fault is planar and f3= 1.5 when w= 20". If
u decreases to 15° and w stays the same, then f3=2.1. When
u=O", {J=oo.
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Conclusions
Simple analytical expressions relating the shape
of a normal fault in cross-section to the shape of
the sedimentary horizons in its hanging wall block
have been derived. These expressions assume that
the hanging wall deforms by simple shear and that
the footwall remains undeformed, though it may
rotate. Simple shear may potentially be inclined
at any angle. However, it is argued here that
values of about 45° can be expected. Similar esti
mates have been obtained by White et al. (1986)
using seismic reftection data.
A simple approximation is used to account for
syntectonic compaction of hanging wall
sediments. This usually causes a pronounced
downwarping of sediments dose to the footwall.
If such 'hanging wall synclines' are used to cal
culate fault geometry, without allowing for com
paction, the predicted fault geometry is quite
different. Although compaction is clearly an
important effect, whether it is taken into account
or not will not significantly alter the calculated
value of æ, the inclination of simple shear.
Usually, the amount of extension across a nor
mal fault is assumed to be equal to the horizontal
displacement across the fault, i.e. the heave.
However, for non-planar faults and positive
values of æ this will not be the case. Extension
can, in fact, be several times greater than the
heave. Thus usual measurements of regional
extension in sedimentary basins such as the North
Sea may be significant underestimates.
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